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1st Quarter January 1, 2018 - March 31, 2018

AIR DATE TIME TYPE ORIGIN TOPIC1 TOPIC2

1/1/2018 12:00-1:00 PRERECORDED FRESNO

Inti Illimani At 50. -REPEAT

In this holiday edition, a leader of the legendary folk ensemble Inti Illimani talks about the 50 years of history of the Chilean group. He tells stories about the growth of the New Song 
movement in Latin America, their years in exile during the dictatorship, their return to the homeland, the new Inti, and their friends. He also comments on the centennial celebrations 
around the world for the renowned singer and composer Violeta Parra, who also left a deep footprint in the repertoire of the music for social change around the continent. This is a 
program repeat.

Guest: Marcelo Coulon, Co-Founder, Inti Illimani, San Francisco, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/2/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

IRVINE

Immigration Edition.

A recap of the Trump administration actions on immigration and a look into the issues to watch in 2018. Analysts comment on the policies in Washington to fund a border wall, 
deportation agents and detention centers; the new DHS program for facial scans at US airports; the measures to punish sanctuary cities; the plans to separate detained parents from 
their children; the naturalization backlogs; the fight for the Dream Act as the government funding deadline and the end of DACA nears; the efforts to extend TPS protection for 
Hondurans and Salvadorans; the court battle around Texas’ SB4; and advanced state laws to protect immigrant residents.

Guest: Annaluisa Padilla, National President, American Immigration Lawyers Association, Los Angeles, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/3/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO

KELLOGG

Citizenship Question Threatens Census. (IN-KIND)

The Justice Department push to include a question on citizenship and immigration status in the 2020 Census form will be a disaster, will discourage participation from immigrants, 
threatens the integrity of the count, and it’s guided by political or ideological motives. That’s the opinion of a Census count expert and civil rights advocate, who predicts that public furor 
will force Census leaders to reject the request.

Guest: Edward Kissam, Expert on Census Counts, Public Opinion Surveys and Migrant Communities, Member of Census Fundor Initiative, Oakland, CA.

Farmworkers: Top Issues. The leader of the largest farm labor union in the US comments on the historic law in California that provides overtime pay for farmworkers, the efforts to pass 
a Dream Act and to protect guest workers, the global partnership with Costco and other business and environmental organizations for fair food agreements, and the races to watch in 
November, including a possible presidential bid by Luis Gutiérrez.

Guest: Arturo Rodriguez, President, United Farm Workers (UFW), Keene, CA

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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1/4/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO

Succession in Chicago.

Cook County Commissioner Jesús “Chuy” García will be running for Congress after veteran Chicago congressman Luis Gutiérrez announced he will not seek reelection and endorsed 
García. If nominated by Democrats in March, the immigrant-rights advocate and progressive champion has all but assured his election to Congress, in a heavily Latino and Democratic 
district.

Guest: Jesús García, Cook County Commissioner, Former Candidate to Chicago Mayor, Chicago, IL.

House Race to Watch. Among the House races to watch in 2018, the contest for a toss-up district in Miami is becoming a key battleground for the control of the House. Republican 
incumbent Carlos Curbelo, who controls a district won by Hillary Clinton by a double-digit margin, is facing a formidable challenge from Debbie Mucarsel-Powell, a community healthcare 
leader born in Ecuador who has been endorsed by Emily’s List, the progressive powerhouse organization that gets women elected to office.

Guest: Debbie Mucarsel-Powell, Candidate, Florida’s 26th Congressional District, Miami, FL.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/5/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Although farmers’ organizations of Mexico say they are dissatisfied with the agricultural policies that, in 24 years of Free Trade Agreement, have reduced by almost 50 percent the 
agricultural production of the country, in fact, its leaders have not organized to force the government to support the small growers of the country, says guest Francisco Jiménez Pablo. 
The agrarian leader said that for the presidential elections of 2018, the vote of the farmers will be divided between the parties: PRI, PRD, and Morena. Confronting this reality, he thinks 
that the most important action will be to strengthen the different social movements, because only by really pressing the leaders will positive changes be achieved for Mexicans. For his 
part, political analyst Luis Hernández Navarro says he gets hope in the fact that an indigenous candidate could participate in these elections. Also in this edition, it is reported that for the 
second consecutive year the prices of gasoline, gas, and diesel have risen, causing increases in basic products such as eggs and tortillas. Although there is opposition to these 
economic measures, mass protests, such as those in 2017, have not happened. Martha Elena Ramírez hosts this broadcast of the Voz Pública program, from Mexico City.
 
Guests: Francisco Jiménez Pablo, leader of la Coordinadora Nacional Plan de Ayala, and Founder of the Movimiento Campesino Regional Independiente (Mocri); (audio cuts) priest 
Alejandro Solalinde Guerra, director of migrant shelter Hermanos en el Camino, Ixtepec, Oaxaca; Luis Hernández Navarro, opinión director, La Jornada newspaper; music from Voz en 
punto (audio cut).

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/8/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO

KELLOGG

Mexican-American Studies Prevail in Arizona.

A US judge blocked for good an ethnic studies ban in Arizona public schools, prohibiting Arizona education officials to enforce the law that eliminated Mexican-American studies 
programs. The judge cited racism and political gain among motives behind the law. Analysts look into the clash of legal arguments in the case and its political ramifications both in the 
region and in other states where this kind of academic programs are been embraced.

Guests: Prof. Tony Diaz, Chair of Mexican American Studies at Lonestar North Harris College, Writer, Founder of Librotraficante campaign, Houston, TX; Alfredo Figueroa, Writer, 
Founder, Escuela de la Raza Unida, Blythe, CA; Valeria Fernández, Correspondent, Phoenix, AZ.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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1/9/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

TCE-F

Immigration Edition.

Gearing up to respond to the escalation of arrests and deportations, a group of immigration and civil rights advocates began building a first-of-its-kind rapid response network for 
Northern California. They are coordinating efforts for a campaign of legal education for immigrant communities and engage pro bono attorneys to represent immigrants at risk of 
deportation, including those arrested during raids. The volunteers of the network are trained to call a hotline, observe, and document in case they witness a deportation arrest or raid. 
Analysts also comment on the DHS decision to end TPS protection for 200,000 Salvadorans, and the calls on Congress to come up with a permanent solution and on the states to help 
provide protection for the now vulnerable resident.

Guests: Angélica Salceda, Attorney, ACLU Northern California, Fresno, CA; Lucia Martel-Dow, Director, Immigration Legal Services , Canal Alliance, San Rafael, CA

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/10/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

KELLOGG

Judge Blocks Termination of DACA.

Calling it an “arbitrary decision,” a federal judge in California blocked President Trump’s order to end DACA protection for young immigrants. A young plaintiff says this decision is giving 
more impetus to Dreamers push for a permanent legislative solution in Congress and encourages DACA recipients to begin renewing their permits as soon as DHS provides instructions.

Guests: Marielena Hincapié, Executive Director, National Immigration Law Center, Los Angeles, CA (audio cut); Dulce M. Garcia, Esq, Garcia Law Firm, DACA Recipient and Plaintiff in 
the Lawsuit, Chula Vista, CA

Crackdown on Legal Cannabis. As a new voter-approved law legalizing marijuana takes effect in California, the Trump administration prepares to unleash a crackdown on marijuana 
stores in states where the weed is legal. This is a discussion on the story.

Guest: Armando Gudiño, Policy Manager, Drug Policy Alliance, Los Angeles, CA.

Voter Fraud or Suppression? President Trump disbanded a controversial commission that he had created to investigate voter fraud, after claiming that millions of undocumented had 
voted in the 2016 presidential election. Trump ordered the DHS to take over and continue the probe. Also, civil rights leaders continue challenging the push by the US Department of 
Justice to include a question on citizenship in the 2020 Census form. They say it would sabotage the count and discourage Latinos from participating.

Guests: Juliana Cabrales, North Carolina Director, National Association of Latino Elected and Appointed Officials- NALEO, Raleigh, NC; Lydia Camarillo, Vice President, Southwest 
Voter Registration and Education Project, San Antonio, TX.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/11/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO

KELLOGG

Latinos on Criminal Justice.

National Latino leaders release the results of a new public opinion survey among Latinos on the issue of criminal justice reform. Several Latino groups are becoming major players in the 
national debate on issues of crime and punishment. Is it time for major reform? Are Latinos engaged? How safe they feel around police? How safe they feel after Trump’s election? 
What do they think about marijuana laws? And about the vote for the formerly incarcerated?

Guests: Juan Cartagena, President and General Counsel, LatinoJustice – PRLDEF, New York, NY; Eunisses Hernandez, Policy Coordinator, Drug Project Alliance, Los Angeles, CA

Tackling Racial Bias in Policing. A state commission in California published its first statewide report on the status of racial and identity profiling in law enforcement. The board, which 
includes leaders in law enforcement, civil and human rights and academia, also released policy recommendations to prevent bias and profiling.

Guest: Andrea Guerrero, Member, Racial and Identity Profiling Advisory Board, Executive Director, Alliance San Diego, San Diego, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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1/12/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Mexican Senators on the left will ask Mexico’ Supreme Court of Justice for the repeal of the Internal Security Law, signed in December by Enrique Peña Nieto. The legislators point out 
that, in terms of security, the new law gives absolute powers to the president of the Republic and to the armed forces to rule over the territory and the population. The decisions or 
actions derived from this security law are not going to be overseen or stopped by any judicial or legislative instance. Also, in the Action of Unconstitutionality that they will submit to the 
Court, they indicate that the new law invades the faculties of the legislative and judicial powers, voids the autonomy of the states and municipalities, and ignores the individual 
protections for the citizens. They specify that the executive may request military intervention to control protests or demonstrations and suspend individual guarantees indefinitely. In 
addition, the new law allows military agencies to have access to all the society's databases and confers on them powers of investigation and espionage, invading the functions of the 
Public Prosecutors Office. Martha Elena Ramírez hosts this broadcast of the Voz Pública program, from Mexico City.
Guest: Jaime Cárdenas Gracia, PhD in Law, researcher of the  Institute of Legal Research of the UNAM, legal advisor of the Labor Party in the Senate of the Republic, Mexico City; 
music from Voz en punto (audio cut).

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/15/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO

KELLOGG

Day of Racial Equity.

On the eve of the National Day of Racial Healing, a leader of philanthropy joins this Holiday edition to call for coordinated community activities to promote an end to racial divisions and 
take action for a more equitable society. She says: “It’s not enough to change laws and institutions; hearts and minds need to change, too.” This second day of action takes place in 
coincidence with Martin Luther King Jr Day. Also, a national leader of pediatricians shares advice on how to talk to kids about racism and racial bias.

Guests: Luz Benítez Delgado, Program Officer, Director of Truth, Racial Healing and Transformation, WK Kellogg Foundation, Battle Creek, MI; Dr. Fernando Stein, Outgoing President, 
American Academy of Pediatrics, Houston, TX.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/16/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

KELLOGG

Immigration Edition.

In a meeting in the Oval Office, President Trump dismissed Black immigrant-sending countries with a racist remark, while favoring White immigration. This program also includes news 
on bipartisan efforts in Congress to fix the DACA crisis, as well as bills from hardliners with emphasis on securing borders. Analysts also comment on a new bill from a Republican 
congressman to legalize Salvadoran TPS recipients and the next steps for DACA beneficiaries after a judge blocked Trump’s termination of the program.

Guests: Oscar Chacón, Co-Founder and Executive Director, Alianza Americas, Chicago, IL; Maru Mora Villalpando, Leader, Northwest Detention Center Resistance, Director, Latino 
Advocacy, Seattle, WA; Attorney Rosalba Piña, Immigration Law Expert, Chicago, IL

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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1/17/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO

“Mexamerica.”

Countering the current rhetoric in the US, which casts Mexicans as criminals and job stealers, a “Mexamerican” journalist published a collection of her stories, interviews, and essays 
with Mexican artists, scientists, businesspeople and political leaders to give a different outlook of the rapidly growing while largely invisible “Mexamerica’s culture.” The author talks 
about her new book.

Guest: Fey Berman, Arts Journalist, Author, “Mexamérica: Una cultura naciendo…”, New York, NY.

“Silence of Spanish Florida.” The new PBS TV documentary “Silence of Spanish Florida,” tells the story of St. Augustine, the first permanent European settlement in the US, nearly a 
century before Jamestown. The Spanish town was established with people from different races from the beginning. A historian discusses this hidden history and the story of the first free 
Black town in what is now the US.

Guest: Dr. Jane Landers, Professor of History, Vanderbilt University, Historian for the Gracia Real de Santa Teresa de Mose archaeological project and museum in St. Augustine, 
Nashville, TN.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/18/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO

Time’s Up.

Hollywood women used the recent Golden Globe Awards as a stage to bring activists dedicated to gender equality to the limelight and promote the “Time’s Up” movement. A leader of 
Alianza Nacional de Campesinas was the guest of award-winning actress Laura Dern. Two leaders of farmworking women join this program to comment on their years-long efforts to 
end violence and exploitation against women farmworkers and low-paid immigrant women. They also comment on the legal fund created by the Time’s Up campaign, Oprah Winfrey 
speech at the Golden Globes, and the upcoming Women’s March.

Guests: Mily Treviño-Sauceda, Co-Founder and Vice President, Alianza Nacional de Campesinas, Oxnard, CA; Nelly Rodriguez, Organizer, Coalition of Immokalee Workers, 
Immokalee, FL.

Bautista Dates. Owner of a farm of date palms in the California desert, the Bautista family has been growing seven varieties of fresh dates through organic practices that save water and 
protect the soil. Under their management, the harvests are growing and so are the sales, helped by web marketing. The founder and a son tell the story of the growth of this unique farm.

Guests: Enrique Bautista, Owner; Alvaro Bautista, Sales Manager, Bautista Family Organic Date Ranch, Mecca, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/19/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Citizens of all ages, mainly young people, go to public plazas to endorse with their voter identification cards the indigenous candidacy of María de Jesús Patricio Martínez. She must 
submit a million signatures to the electoral authorities in order to officially participate in the presidential elections of 2018. The candidate, also called Marichuy, was appointed by the 
Indigenous Council of Government as its spokesperson, with the mission of promoting the rights of Mexico’s ethnic groups and, at the same time, listening to the problems of citizens 
and marginalized groups. Also in this edition, citizens go to the Supreme Court of Justice to request the repeal of the Law of Internal Security, recently promulgated by Mexican 
President Enrique Peña Nieto and give their comments. Martha Elena Ramírez hosts this broadcast of the Voz Pública program, from Mexico City.
 
Guests: Attorney Eduardo Galván and Ing. Eric Herrera; citizens who give their endorsement to the indigenous candidacy of Marichuy (audio segments); music from Voz en punto 
(audio cut)

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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1/22/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO POLITICS

The Government Shutdown and Reopening.

Washington plunged into a new political crisis, as the federal government shutdown for three days after Republicans failed to get the votes for a federal spending plan. The Senate voted 
today to reopen the government for three weeks, after leaders reached a deal to work on DACA. On the agenda of the polarized debates are a bill to solve the DACA crisis, health care 
for millions of children, funding for disaster relief, and military spending.

Guest: Dr. Lisa García-Bedolla, Professor, Education and Political Science, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA.

Women’s March. In the one-year anniversary of the march of women on Washington, hundreds of thousands of people recreated the historic gathering in cities around the nation. The 
kickoff event in Las Vegas, in a key battleground state in the battle for the Senate, is placing sexual assault as a front-burner issue for Capitol Hill.

Guests: Emiliana Güereca, Co-Founder , Women’s March Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA; (audio segments) Crisantema, Vicky, Tatiana, Martha, Enrique, Demonstrators, Women’s 
March, Oakland, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/23/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

IRVINE

Immigration Edition.

US officials have plans for a massive immigration sweep in San Francisco and other Northern California cities and are threatening to arrest mayors of sanctuary cities. Following the 
recent raid against 7-Eleven stores, a number of groups have activated coordinated rapid response activities to protect immigrants at risk. On other news, a group of US-born children 
whose parents have been deported or are at risk of deportation are suing the Trump administration in a court in Miami alleging they will suffer grave damages after their families are 
separated. And leaders of young Dreamers say they feel “superdisappointed and superangry” at Congress after they voted to reopen the government while failing to find a solution for 
the DACA crisis.

Guests: Jon Rodney, Communications Director, California Immigrant Policy Center, Oakland, CA; José Trujillo, Dreamers Leader, Washington, DC; Abigail Zapote, National Vice 
President for Young Adults, LULAC, Washington, DC; Nora Sándigo, Executive Director, Nora Sándigo Children’s Foundation, Miami, FL

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/24/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO MEXICO

Historic Race for Mexico’s Presidency.

A top representative of a broad coalition of indigenous peoples in Mexico tours the US speaking about pressing issues of indigenous communities, including the years-long fight of the 
Yaqui tribe in Northern Mexico for the right to the Yaqui River, their ancestral and vital source of water. He is also gathering the million signatures needed for the independent nomination 
of María de Jesús Patricio, Marichuy, the first indigenous woman who runs for president of Mexico.

Guest: Mario Luna Romero, Spokesperson, Traditional Authorities of the Yaqui Tribe in Sonora; Coordinator of International Affairs for Mexico’s Indigenous Governing Council-
Indigenous National Congress, San Francisco, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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1/25/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO POLITICS

IRVINE

Clock Ticking on Federal Spending. (IN-KIND)

With only a few legislative days, senators from both parties work against the clock to reach agreement on DACA and avoid a new government shutdown. Meantime, Latino leaders step 
up pressure on Congress and the White House to call a vote on a bill to bring emergency relief for DACA recipients. They urge Washington to stop using young immigrants and children 
as hostages and bargaining chips. In recent hours, President Trump offered to consider a bill for Dreamers with a path to citizenship in exchange for money for the border wall. The 
White House released a statement adding another condition: ending “chain migration,” family-reunification based immigration.

Guests: Héctor Sánchez, Executive Director, National Hispanic Leadership Agenda, Washington, DC; Gonzalo Ferrer, National Chairman, Republican National Hispanic Assembly, San 
Francisco, CA; Rep. Norma Torres, D-CA, Washington, DC.

Award-Winning Journalist. A Radio Bilingüe contributing reporter won the inaugural edition of a national journalism award for, among other remarkable works, covering the traumas, 
anxieties and other mental health issues affecting the immigrant mothers and children housed in a family detention center in Pennsylvania. The American Mosaic Journalism Prize is a 
new and substantial journalism prize that recognizes freelance journalists who excel in covering stories about underrepresented or misrepresented groups in the country.

Guest: Valeria Fernández, Correspondent, Winner, American Mosaic Journalism Prize 2018, Phoenix, AZ.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/26/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Although Marichuy, an independent contender to be a candidate for the Mexican presidency, cannot gather a million signatures demanded by the electoral authorities to participate 
officially in the elections, the activist and indigenous spokeswoman herself has explained that the real purpose of her candidacy is to coordinate a national movement of resistance and 
rebellion from the bases. The intention of her movement is to curb the ravages caused by capitalism. At a rally held in the midst of heavy rain in Mexico City, Marichuy, who is a Nahua 
Indian, said: “We do not forgive governments for the pain of our dead, nor for the hunger of our children, nor for the damage to mother earth.” And she warned: “If we forgive, if we 
forget, nothing will remain of us, because the war will be worse, it will be against the workers, the people, and the children.” Also, in this edition, mothers with missing children who 
started a hunger strike in front of the Mexican Department of the Interior, they demand an investigation about the whereabouts of their children, Martha Elena Ramírez hosts this 
broadcast of the Voz Pública program, from Mexico City.

Guests: Jonas, activist and signature collector in favor of the independent candidacy of María de Jesús Patricio Martínez, “Marichuy”; (audio cuts) María de Jesús Patricio Martínez, 
spokesperson of the Indigenous Governing Council ; Lilia Marroquín Aguilar, mother of Aribaldo Nieves Marroquín, Lázaro Cárdenas, Michoacán; Guadalupe Elizabeth Villarreal 
Rodríguez, mother of Edgard Abdul Villarreal Rodríguez, Querétaro, Querétaro.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/29/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO HEALTH

TCE-H

Medicaid, Children’s Insurance and Open Enrollment. (IN-KIND)

The federal government began allowing some states to require Medicaid beneficiaries to work in return for their health coverage, raising fears that many who are in need, may be 
discouraged from applying for benefits. On other news, funding for the health insurance program that covers nine million kids has finally been approved by Congress for a limited period. 
And New York has announced the state will continue providing Medicaid benefits to Dreamers even if the DACA program ends. Analysts also explain what to know before the 
Marketplace insurance open enrollment period ends in California and New York. Finally, at the Grammy Awards, pop music stars took a strong stand and sent messages of hope and 
inspiration for beleaguered US immigrants.

Guests: Sinsi Hernández-Cancio, Director of Health Equity, Families USA, Washington, DC; Dr. Pablo Rodríguez, Chair, Women and Infants Health Care Alliance, Pawtucket, RI; 
(Audio Cuts) Camila Cabello, Singer and Composer, Grammy Awards Speech; Logic, Rapper, Composer, Producer, Grammy Awards Speech, New York, NY.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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1/30/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

IRVINE

Immigration Edition.

The White House is throwing a monkey wrench into the DACA bipartisan negotiations by demanding 25 billion for the wall and the end of the family-reunification immigration system. 
Also, Democrats in Congress have invited a number of Dreamers and immigrants affected by Trump’s policies to tonight’s State of the Union Address. On other news, Washington State 
is suing Motel 6 charging the hotel chain with giving private guest information to US immigration authorities. Guest analysts also report on a new hearing in the lawsuit of young 
immigrants from New York challenging the White House decision to end DACA. These and other developments are discussed in this edition.

Guests: Ivonne Orozco-Acosta, Dreamer Immigrant, New Mexico’s Teacher of the Year, Guest to State of the Union Address, Washington, DC; Attorney Rosalba Piña, Immigration Law 
Expert, Chicago, IL; (Audio Segments) Marielena Hincapie, Executive Director, National Immigration Law Center, New York, NY; Hannah Schoen, Law Intern, School of Law, Yale 
University, New York, NY; Martin Batalla Vidal, Main Plaintiff, Batalla vs Sessions, Make the Road NY, New York, NY; Eleana Fernández, Plaintiff, Batalla v Sessions, Make the Road 
NY; Eric Schneiderman, Attorney General, State of New York, New York, NY.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

1/31/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO POLITICS

KELLOGG

Trump’s Address to Congress. (IN-KIND)

President Trump delivers his first official State of the Union address to Congress, highlighting his recently signed tax bill, taking credit for the low unemployment rates and the record 
growth of the stock market. He also announced plans to curtail legal immigration and investment in infrastructure. A Latina lawmaker, the first Latina and immigrant woman elected to 
Virginia’s legislature, has been picked by the Democrats to respond to Trump in Spanish. Democrats also brought a number of DACA immigrants and survivors of sexual assault as 
guests. This program includes a report and comments on the presidential address.

Guests: audio segment of Delegate Elizabeth Guzman, D-VA; Audio segments of President Trump’s State of the Union Address; Audio segment of Rep. Joe Kennedy III, D-MA; Lizet 
Ocampo, Political Director, People For the American Way, Washington, DC; Cesar Grajales, Florida State Director, the LIBRE Initiative, Miami, FL; Dr. David Ayón, Senior Strategist 
and Advisor, Latino Decisions, Senior Fellow, Center for the Study of Los Angeles, Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/1/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

Texas Latino Voters.

Trump’s now defunct voter fraud commission wanted to buy Texas election data flagging Hispanic last names. Also, Lupe Valdez, the sheriff of Dallas County, is campaigning to make 
history as the first Latina woman to be governor of Texas. And can the battle to stop SB 4 energize Latino voters to come out and turn Texas into a progressive state? These and other 
topics are discussed with a veteran political scholar and activist.

Guest: Professor José Angel Gutiérrez, Co-Founder, La Raza Unida Party, Professor Emeritus, University of Texas, Arlington, Brownsville, TX.

California Paid Family Leave. Two new laws increasing the number of workers and benefits covered under California’s Paid Family Leave program, the first of its kind in the nation, are 
going into effect this month. Now, California workers can get paid more when they take time off to care for ill family members, be with newborn children or miss work due to pregnancy, 
sickness or injury. A state official explains the new laws.

Guest: Alberto Larios, Spokesperson, EDD, Sacramento, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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2/2/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Martha Elena Ramírez hosts the program Voz Pública from Mexico City. The civic journalist brings news and analysis on Mexican developments.PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/5/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO ECONOMICS SOCIAL

IRVINE

Coping with Tax Hikes.

The California state senate passed a bill to protect state taxpayers from federal tax hikes, after Trump limited state and local tax deductions, in a direct hit to Democrat-led states. To 
offset the blow to the federal deduction, lawmakers propose to allow state taxpayers to make deductible donations to college and school education in California.

Guest: Audio segment Sen. Kevin de Leon, California State Senate President Pro Tempore, Author of SB 227, D-Los Angeles, Sacramento, CA.

Permits for Immigrant Workers. A bipartisan group of California state legislators introduced a bill proposing to create a resident worker permit program in the state to bring workers out of 
the shadows and address workforce shortages. Under this program, to be developed by a group of experts, the state would work with the federal government to give provisional permits 
to undocumented workers in agriculture and service industries, while Congress comes up with an immigration reform. Farmworker union leaders warn this program may have dangerous 
unintended consequences.

Guests: Assemblymember Anna Caballero, D-Salinas, Sacramento, CA; Armando Elenes, 3rd Vice-President, United Farm Workers, Delano, CA.

Officer Cleared in Killing of Unarmed Elder. Bakersfield’s DA decided to clear the police officer who shot to death Francisco Serna. According to the DA office, the officer was justified in 
firing his weapon after Serna failed to comply with his orders. Serna was an elderly patient of dementia who was walking unarmed through his neighborhood. Serna’s family say they will 
continue seeking justice and accountability from a police department which is famous for its disproportionate use of lethal force.

Guest: Laura Serna, Daughter of Francisco Serna, Bakersfield, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/6/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

IRVINE

Immigration Edition.

Democrats voted last month to reopen the government after getting a promise from the Senate leader to allow a vote on DACA by February 8. On the eve of the deadline, is there a deal 
in the making? Also, local advocates and officials in Northern California are on high alert after immigration agents hit dozens of businesses demanding proof of residence for their 
employees. Finally, analysts comment on the Trump administration plans to further restrict access of legal immigrants to federal public benefits by drafting a new definition for “public 
charge.” Guests comment on these and other developments.

Guests: Larry Kleinman, Immigration Policy Analyst, Woodburn, OR; Alvaro Huerta, Staff Attorney, National Immigration Law Center, Los Angeles, CA; Marisa Diaz, Staff Attorney, 
Legal Aid at Work, Member, Northern California Rapid Response Network, San Francisco, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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AIR DATE TIME TYPE ORIGIN TOPIC1 TOPIC2

2/7/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO POLITICS

The Controversial Nunes Memo.

As Special Counsel Mueller’s probe into Russia interference in the 2016 election and possible obstruction of justice reaches the president’s inner circle, Republicans released a 
controversial document alleging surveillance abuses by the FBI and calling into question the integrity of the investigation. Analysts discuss what the new Republican move means for the 
special counsel’s work, the record of Rep. Devin Nunes on these issues, and the repercussions of the memo in California’s central Valley, where Nunes district is located .

Guests: Jose Lopez Zamorano, collaborator, Washington, D.C.; Gonzalo Ferrer, National Chairman, Republican National Hispanic Assembly, San Francisco, CA; Francisco Pelayo, 
Director of Hispanic Media and Regional Press Secretary, Democratic National Committee, Washington, D.C.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/8/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO POLITICS

IRVINE

DACA and Budget Bill.

Hours before the spending deadline, Senate leaders reached a budget agreement. The deal clears the way for a vote on both chambers, amid a heated debate from fiscal 
conservatives, who question the increase in public spending, and progressive Democrats, who oppose the lack of a plan to deal with DACA. Republican leaders from both chambers 
claim they are committed to open immigration reform for a debate in the near future.

Guests: Hector Barreto, Chairman, The Latino Coalition, Los Angeles, CA; Congressman Raúl Grijalva, D-AZ, Washington, D.C.; Ignacia Rodriguez, Immigration Policy Advocate, 
National Immigration Law Center (NILC), Los Angeles, CA; Audio Cuts of House Speaker Rep. Paul Ryan and Minority Leader Rep. Nancy Pelosi, Washington, DC.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/9/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Martha Elena Ramírez hosts the program Voz Pública from Mexico City. The civic journalist brings news and analysis on Mexican developments.PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/12/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO POLITICS

Budget Deal.

After intense debate and objections from hard-line conservatives and progressive Democrats, Congress passed and President Trump signed a major budget deal into law. What’s in the 
plan? Also, in exchange for this deal, the Republican leader of the Senate is expected to allow senators to debate various immigration proposals and the debate begins today, while 
Democrats continue demanding the leader of the House to get a floor vote on immigration. What’s the future about the DACA crisis? Analysts also comment on the Democratic counter 
to Nunes memo on the FBI probe about Russia and the Trump campaign. They also comment on the budget plan announced today by the White House.

Guests: José López Zamorano, Correspondent, Radio Bilingüe, Washington, DC; Juan Hernández, Conservative Analyst, Adviser to Republican Presidential Campaigns, Fort Worth, 
TX; Clarissa Martínez de Castro, Deputy Vice President, Office of Research, Advocacy, and Legislation, Unidos US, Washington, DC.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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2/13/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

TCE-I

Immigration Edition.

A debate on immigration reform has began in the US Senate in recent hours, as DACA enters its final three weeks. The leader of the Senate threw his support behind the immigration 
plan advocated by President Trump. And after ICE agents visited fruit packing houses and agricultural fields in California’s Central Valley, employers report dozens of workers went 
missing. A packing house worker reports that her poultry company has received notice of inspection by ICE and a farm labor organizer reports about ICE raids in vineyards north of the 
valley. Analysts comment on these and other stories.

Guests: Luis Magaña, Leader, Organización de Trabajadores Agrícolas, Stockton, CA; Packing House Worker, Pitman Family Farms, Sanger, CA; Attorney Rosalba Piña, Immigration 
Law Expert, Chicago, IL.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/14/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO ECONOMICS

Plan Turns State Taxes Into Donations.

The leader of the California senate is proposing to allow California’s taxpayers to continue deducting state and local taxes by making them charitable donations to a fund for schools, 
colleges and parks. The bill is intended to help relieve the impact of Trump’s tax increases against blue states, after the tax reform limited federal deductions of local and state taxes.

Guest: Sen. Kevin de León, President Pro Tem, California State Senate, Sacramento, CA.

Dow Fall and Pension Plans. The Dow Jones had the worst day in two years and biggest point drop in history, sending the stocks into free fall, amid uncertainty and fears. What does it 
mean for people who have retirement account savings and pension funds? Also, warning that communities of color have worse access to retirement savings, banks and home loans, 
advocates for the elderly are reaching out to policymakers and businesses to give recommendations.

Guests: Maggie Castro, Associate State Director, AARP-New York, New York City, NY; Andres Castillo, Senior Advisor, AARP, New York City, NY; Cristina Martin-Firvida, Director, 
Financial Security & Consumer Affairs, AARP, Washington, D.C.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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2/15/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

Immigration Plans Fail in the Senate.

President Trump and DHS Secretary Nielsen rejected the immigration plans advanced in the Senate, dooming the debate to fail. Republican Senator Lindsay Graham said this is the 
work of political hacks, the DHS has lost credibility, and no reform will happen while the extremists are in control of the White House. A legal observer comments on the future of this 
debate in Congress.

Guest: Attorney Ruben Luis Reyes, Former Chair, Arizona Chapter, Member, National Board of Governors, American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA), Phoenix, AZ

Mass Shooting in Florida. 17 students were killed in a high school in Parkland, FL, after a teen went into a shooting rampage armed with an assault rifle. This new massacre brings back 
a renewed focus on gun control laws and support for mental health programs, and places these issues front and center in the race for Congress in November.

Guest: Prof. Tony Diaz, Chair of Mexican American Studies at Lone Star North Harris College, Writer, Founder of Librotraficante Campaign, Houston, TX;

Push for Mexican-American Studies. The Texas Board of Education continues without making decisions on proposed Mexican American studies courses for high schools in the state. In 
recent sessions, the state board voted against adopting two proposed Mexican American studies textbooks. A leading organizer of this push comments on the matter.

Guest: Prof. Tony Diaz, Chair of Mexican American Studies at Lone Star North Harris College, Writer, Founder of Librotraficante campaign, Houston, TX.

NICA Act. After passing the House in October, a bill seeking to block Nicaragua from accessing loans from the World Bank, the IMF and other international financial institutions is 
expected to be debated in the Senate. Proponents claim Nicaragua needs to hold free and fair elections. Visiting Nicaraguan farm worker leaders are raising red flags about the 
humanitarian consequences of the threatened blockade. A guest also comments on the growing use in Nicaragua of agroecological practices by farmers who grow coffee, vegetables 
and other crops.

Guests: Marlen Sánchez, National Coordinator of Agroecology, Asociación de Trabajadores del Campo de Nicaragua, Oakland, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/16/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Martha Elena Ramírez hosts the program Voz Pública from Mexico City. The civic journalist brings news and analysis on Mexican developments.PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/19/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE ADVOCACY

“No More Guns!”

Students who survived a mass school shooting left 17 people dead in Florida, gathered in a crowded vigil chanting: “No More Guns!” Will this tragedy lead to gun reform? What about 
mental health services? How to address mental illnesses with reduced funds for Medicaid and psychological care? How to stem the epidemic of gun violence? A student who survived 
the attack makes an impassioned plea on politicians to ban assault weapons and calls for actions on Tallahassee and Washington.

Guests: Mary Lizardi, Senior Campaign Manager, Courage Campaign, Los Angeles, CA; (Recorded Speech) Emma González, Senior Student, Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, 
Speaker at Rally, Ft. Lauderdale, FL.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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2/20/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO IMMIGRATION

TCE-I

Immigration Edition.

The Senate failed to deliver an immigration plan and it is unclear if the Senate will reopen a debate after the recess. Meanwhile, Dreamers will face the risk of deportation when DACA 
ends in two weeks. What’s next for the Dreamers? Also, faith leaders hold vigils every day of Lent at the office of Republican congressmen in Bakersfield urging them to support the 
Dreamers. This program also includes news on reported ICE raids in Texas and California, ICE audits to agribusiness in California’s Central Valley, and the twist in the case of an 
activist from the North West who received a notice to appear from ICE, after it was learned that a Washington state agency gave the activist’s personal information to federal officials.

Guests: Juan Manuel Guzman, Advocacy and Policy Manager, United We Dream, Washington, DC ; Alex Gonzalez, Organizer, Faith in the Valley, Bakersfield, CA; Maria Guadalupe 
Cervantes, Organizer, El Despertar del Sueño Americano, Fresno, CA; Maru Mora Villalpando, Leader, Northwest Detention Center Resistance, Director, Latino Advocacy, Seattle, WA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/21/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO POLITICS

Rising Political Star?

El Paso congressman Beto O’Rourke has been criss-crossing Texas in a long-shot campaign to unseat incumbent senator Ted Cruz. The Democratic candidate is pinning his hopes on 
first-time voters: “Texas isn’t a red state or a blue state, it’s a non-voting state.” In this conversation, the US Senate hopeful discusses about the Dreamers, gun control, marijuana 
legalization, and campaign financing.

Guest: Rep. Beto O’Rourke, D-El Paso, Candidate to the US Senate, Washington, DC.

Pennsylvania: New Political Map. Pennsylvania’s Supreme Court announced this week new boundaries for the state’s congressional districts, on time for the May 15th primary. The 
court ruled illegal and gerrymandered a Republican congressional map. President Trump and Republican leaders in the state warn they will take this case all the way to the US Supreme 
Court. All eyes in the nation are on this case, and an analyst comments on the ramifications for Latino voters.

Guest: Wilfredo Seda, Producer/Host, WLCH Radio Centro, Operations Manager, Tele Centro, Lancaster, PA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/22/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE FRESNO HEALTH

TCE-H

Medicaid Work Restrictions.

Health advocates are challenging in court plans in Kentucky  to require Medicaid beneficiaries to work. Ten states have applied for a waiver to impose similar requirements to Medicaid. 
In California, legislators brought their own challenge. A state bill prohibits work requirements as a condition to receive Medi-Cal, the state’s version of Medicaid. Analysts also comment 
on the push in California for a single-payer, universal coverage program, and also the potential impact on Medicaid and Medicare recipients of Trump’s reduced healthcare budget.
Guests: Leonardo Cuello, Director of Health Policy, National Health Law Program, Washington, DC; Nancy Gómez, Senior Consumer Advocate/Organizer, Health Access, Los Angeles, 
CA; State Sen.  Dr. Ed Hernández, D-West Covina, Sacramento, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/23/2018 12:00-1:00 LIVE MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Martha Elena Ramírez hosts the program Voz Pública from Mexico City. The civic journalist brings news and analysis on Mexican developments.PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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2/26/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO POLITICS

Arming the Teachers.

The gun debate rages after the mass shooting in Florida, with surviving students leading the charge in a new movement for gun control. President Trump has pushed for arming 
teachers, aligning himself with the gun lobby. Teacher union leaders call the idea absurd: “let the teachers teach” and arm teachers with books and educational materials. Will Congress 
take action?
 
Guests: Eugenio Weigend Vargas, Associate Director, Gun Violence Prevention Team, Center for American Progress, Washington, DC; Rocío Inclán, Senior Director, Center for Social 
Justice, National Education Association, Washington, D.C.
 
New Showdown on Union Fees. The US Supreme Court heard arguments in the Janus vs. AFSCME case, a challenge by anti-union groups to public-sector union fees that help them 
pay for the costs of collective bargaining with  state and local governments. Plaintiffs argue their rights to free speech and free association are being violated. Union members hold today 
hundreds of events around the country protesting the threat to their right to unite in unions.

Guest: Roxanne Sanchez, President, Service Employees International Union (SEIU) California, Oakland, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/27/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO IMMIGRATION

TCE-I

Immigration Edition.

A political analyst comments on what's next in the political and legal battle around DACA, days before the official end of the program as ordered by Trump. Also, a community leader 
says that thanks to documents obtained by Washington Sen. Cantwell, she has confirmed that ICE began deportation proceedings against her because of her Latino advocacy and anti-
ICE work, which is an unconstitutional threat against her free speech. And in Houston, hundreds of high school students have staged walkouts and marches to protest ICE detention of 
Honduran student Dennis Rivera, and police and school collaboration in the arrest.
 
Guests: Brandon Roché, Attorney for Dennis Rivera, Houston, TX; Larry Kleinman, Adviser/Consultant, National Partnership for New Americans, Radio Host, KPCN-Radio Movimiento, 
Woodburn, OR; Maru Mora Villalpando, Leader, Northwest Detention Center Resistance, Director, Latino Advocacy, Seattle, WA; Rosalba Piña, Expert on Immigration Law, Chicago, IL; 
Others TBA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

2/28/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO ENVIRONMENT

Latinos Hardest Hit by Air Pollution.

Communities of color in the US are hit the most with hazardous air pollution, facing a higher risk of asthma, heart attacks and other diseases. EPA scientists reached this conclusion 
after studying refineries, factories, and other high-emission sources. A leading environmentalist comments about the critical need for government action.
 
Guest: Javier Sierra, Associate Director of Communications/Columnist, The Sierra Club, Arlington, VA.
 
Finding Climate Money. A new online tool allows people in California to find money from cap and trade programs to invest in green projects such as planting trees, community gardens, 
build affordable housing in disadvantaged communities. Families can also to get solar power and electric cars. An expert talks about this new tool.
 
Guest: Alvaro Sánchez, Environmental Equity Director, Greenlining Institute, Oakland, CA.
 
Foreclosure Relief for Disaster Areas. Federal housing officials announced new foreclosure help for struggling homeowners who live or work in areas devastated by Hurricanes Harvey, 
Irma and Maria, or California wildfires and flooding and mudslides. Among the measures, struggling homeowners can now get "silent second mortgages," quick, with low interest rates, 
and deferred payments. A federal official provides details of this plan.
 
Guest: Nelson Bregón, Associate Assistant Deputy Secretary, Office of Field Policy and Management , US Department of Housing and Urban Development, Washington, D.C

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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3/1/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO ARTS

The New Sound of Son Jarocho.

Women musicians from California and Mexico convened in San Francisco community festival for a unique series of fandango and son jarocho concert activities where the voice and art 
of women was headlined and honored. These master musicians have been celebrating and reinventing for years the sound of this Afro-Mexican music style rooted in the Mexican 
coastal area of Veracruz. In this conversation, Chicana and Mexican musicians and cultural activists exchange experiences, and talk about their role in the jaranero movement and their 
quest to make the voice and ideas of women visible through song. The program also features recorded music from the concert.

Guests: Martha González, Director, Entre Mujeres, Los Angeles, CA; María de la Rosa, Director, DiaPa’Son, Oakland, CA; Adriana Cao Romero, Director, Caña Dulce y Caña Brava, 
Mexico City; Anna Arismendez, Leona Guitar Player, Caña Dulce y Caña Brava, Mexico City.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/2/2018 12:00-1:00 MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

As presidential candidates for the three major political coalitions and three independent candidates prepare to start their formal campaigns in Mexico, Mexican emigres complain of 
serious obstacles to register to vote or confirm their voter registration ID. A long-time promoter of the migrant vote talks about the efforts to overcome those obstacles, and a supporter 
of an opposition candidate in California comments on their uphill drive to get information out to potential voters on time.

Guests: Francisco Moreno, Co-Founder and Director of Communities, COFEM, Los Angeles, CA; Enrique Hernandez, Coordinator, MORENA, Fresno, CA; (Interview Fragment) Elena 
Poniatowska, Journalist and Author, Mexico City, Mexico.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/5/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO SOCIAL

No Latinos in the Movies.

Latino movie stars played a leading role the night of the Oscars. But aside from filmmaker Guillermo del Toro, most served as presenters. The critics also warn that despite Los Angeles 
being home to the film and television industry and to the largest Latino population in the US, Hollywood closes doors on Latinos. Dozens rallied in front of the Dolby Theater urging top 
studio executives to increase on-screen and behind-the-camera roles for Latinos and improve media portrayals of Latinos. This program also includes an interview with Chilean 
filmmaker Sebastián Lelio, winner of the Oscar for best foreign language film for his movie “A Fantastic Woman.”

Guests: Alex Nogales, President and Executive Director, National Hispanic Media Coalition, Los Angeles; Sebastián Lelio, Film Director, “A Fantastic Woman,” Santiago de Chile; 
Guillermo del Toro, Filmmaker, Los Angeles, CA (Audio Cut from Oscar Acceptance Speech).

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/6/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO IMMIGRATION

TCE-I

Immigration Edition.

On the day after the deadline to end DACA, advocates comment on their efforts to get Congress to talk again about a solution for Dreamers. A leading Dreamer visiting Washington 
warns that the sense of urgency must continue, since more than a thousand of DACA recipients per day are now at risk of deportation. They are those whose applications are pending 
approval, and they are increasing because of the delays of USCIS in processing applications. The risk for Dreamers along the border is even greater, due to the increased activity of ICE 
agents and the Border Patrol. Also, prominent Latino business leaders are urging House and Senate leaders to “work on a permanent solution – now”, for the sake of the US economic 
growth. Also, the federal government is engaging in an effort to denaturalize citizens and deport them when possible, often due to political motives.
Guests: Ariadna Rentería Torres, Executive Director, Immigration Attorney, Immigration Legal Services of Central Coast, Watsonville, CA; Laura Murillo, President and CEO, Houston 
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Houston, TX; Dulce Garcia, DACA Recipient, Leader of Dreamers, Attorney, Garcia Law Firm, Chula Vista, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND
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3/7/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO POLITICS

Youth Join Forces Against Gun Violence.

Immigrant youth, some of them hit by violence and hatred, join forces with the survivors of the mass shooting in Stoneman Douglas High School and they will be joining the protests and 
student walkouts, taking on the powerful lobby of gun-makers. A student activist says that arming teachers is a bad and counterproductive idea, and warns against turning schools into 
jails, and suggests immigrants can contribute much to the gun debate, since many have experienced gun violence themselves.

Guests: Camila Duarte, Leader, United We Dream – Florida, Deerfield Beach, FL

Sessions Sues California on Sanctuary Policies. Attorney General Jeff Sessions went on the attack against California, filing a lawsuit in Sacramento in which he invokes the principle of 
federal supremacy over immigration in a move to undo California’s sanctuary state laws. The leader of the California senate, Kevin de Leon calls this legal offensive a “perverse” action 
and pledges to continue resisting the Trump administration.

Guest: Audio of Sen. Kevin de León, President Pro Tem, California State Senate, Sacramento, CA.

Texas Primaries and Trump Effect. Texas voters go to the primary polls in record numbers due in great part to the “Trump effect,” according to a political analyst. She says Trump’s 
attacks on immigrants, schools and the environment have angered Latinos and women and they showed up at the polls. Also, two Latinas who secured the Democratic nomination are 
now poised to make history in November as the first Latinas to represent Texas in Congress.

Guest: Lydia Camarillo, Vice President, Southwest Voter Registration and Education Project, San Antonio, TX.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/8/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO

TCE-K

Latino Vote Diluted.

A federal judge ruled that a redistricting plan in Kern County violated the voting rights of Latinos. The court determined that current map splits Latino communities, illegally diluting the 
voting power of Latinos and ordered the design of new political lines, a move that may give local Latinos the chance to elect more candidates. Key players in the lawsuit talk about the 
evidences presented to the court and the first consequences that this legal fight is already having in governing bodies in this conservative region, which has been compared with 
Southern states. They also comment on citizen initiatives in several cities to effect a change in the election system, from at-large to single-district, and how the Woodland city council 
changed in the last election from majority White to majority Latino thanks to the new method. Guest analysts also reflect on the meaning of today’s celebrations of International 
Women’s Day.

Guests: Julia Gomez, Staff Attorney, Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Los Angeles, CA; Dolores Huerta, President, Dolores Huerta Foundation, Bakersfield, CA.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/9/2018 12:00-1:00 MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

In order to preserve power and cover up the multimillion-dollar frauds committed against the nation, the government of the Mexican ruling party (PRI) is not only willing to commit 
electoral fraud, but even to try to destroy the candidate who leads the polls. In consequence the Mexican society, in addition to voting, will have to mobilize to defend the vote and 
legality, said a prominent historian, when analyzing the electoral process in Mexico. For his part, the analyst Marco Fernandez explains the way in which more than two billion pesos 
were missing from two state secretaries during the administration of the former leftist, Rosario Robles, now an official with Peña Nieto’s cabinet. Martha Elena Ramírez hosts this 
broadcast, from the Voz Pública program, from Mexico City.

Guests: (audio segments) Lorenzo Meyer Cossío, historian and academic, interviewed by the Puente Project website; Marco Fernández, researcher from Mexico Evalúa, interview by 
Leo Zukerman, on the TV show: It’s time to opine, by Televisa; (speeches) José Antonio Meade Kuribreña, candidate of the PRI-PVE-PANAL; Andrés Manuel López Obrador, candidate 
of Morena-PT-PES, Mexico City

PROGRAM

HEADLINE
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3/12/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

From Self-Defense Rebel to Peacemaker.

This is a conversation with Dr. Manuel Mireles, a founder of the citizens’ self-defense movement that battles organized crime in the Mexican state of Michoacan. Mireles talks about 
“Todos Somos Autodefensas,” his book of memoirs written while in prison, where he links the self-defense groups to the tradition of agrarismo in his family and community. He also 
discusses his call to a new peace movement in Mexico and sets the record straight on running for political office.

Guest: Dr. Manuel Mireles, Co-Founder, Movimiento de Autodefensas de Michoacán, Former Political Prisoner, Morelia, MX.

Voting Rights Pioneer Joaquin Avila Dies. Voting rights and civil rights champion Joaquin Avila, known as the father of the California Voting Rights Act, dies at 69. In his last interview on 
Linea Abierta in 2013, Avila offered his views on the Supreme Court decision striking down key protections of the US Voting Rights Act. This program revisits some of his comments.

Guest: (Audio Segment) Joaquín Ávila, director, National Voting Rights Advocacy Initiative, and Professor, Seattle University School of Law, Seattle, WA.

Photo: lanuevarevolucion.org

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/13/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO IMMIGRATION

TCE-I

Immigration Edition.

After the Trump administration sued California over its sanctuary laws, Trump visits the state, his first as a president, to review prototypes for a border wall and raise campaign money. 
Also, an interview with a sheriff from California’s Central Valley who went on national TV to blast California’s sanctuary laws and praise ICE operations in immigrant communities. And 
an interview with a Latina soldier who is suing the federal government for indefinitely delaying her citizenship application and treating soldiers unlawfully. Also, an activist talks about the 
detention and deportation process in Arizona against an immigrant leader presumably for her public work in defense of civil rights.
Guests: Sheriff Margaret Mims, Fresno County, Fresno, CA; Kira Romero-Craft, Managing Attorney, LatinoJustice PRLDEF, Orlando, FL; Maria Alejandra Salas-Baltuano, Community 
Organizer, Mijente, Washington, D.C.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/14/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO POLITICS

School Walkouts on Gun Violence.

Thousands of students around the country protesting gun violence stage coordinated walkouts in high schools on this day, one month after the mass shooting in Parkland. Many 
students, teachers and supporters walked out for 17 minutes to honor the 17 killed and protest inaction by political leaders on gun control measures. Analysts also discuss the new 
Florida law imposing limits on guns and allowing school personnel to carry guns, signed this week.

Guests: Camila Duarte, High School Student, Youth Organizer, United We Dream – Florida, Deerfield Beach, FL, Ruben Tapia, Correspondent, Los Angeles, CA; Sylvia Torres-Guillén, 
Director of Education Equity, ACLU of California, Los Angeles, CA

Puerto Rico: Reconstruction Woes. Nearly six months after Hurricane Maria and even though hundreds of thousands around the island still live without electricity, electrical restoration 
contractors are leaving the island. Tens of thousands also lack water, the economy worsens and unemployment is on the rise. Analysts discuss the extent of the federal aid and the 
mass exodus in the aftermath of the disaster. They also comment on community efforts to set up food banks, campaigns to distribute clothing, and systems to purify water.

Guests: Olga I. Sanabria, President, Committee for Puerto Rico at the United Nations, Board Member of National Hostos Movement for the Independence of Puerto Rico (MINH), Rio 
Piedras, PR; Natasha Lycia Ora Bannan, Associate Counsel, LatinoJustice PRLDEF, New York, NY.

PROGRAM
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3/15/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO ARTS

Adiós Amor.

A filmmaker tells the story of an unsung hero, a migrant woman who became the first farmworker woman in the US to work as a union organizer. Years before Cesar Chávez and 
Dolores Huerta founded the UFW, migrant mother María Moreno had been elected by farmworkers to represent them and fight for justice in the fields along the Southwest. The 
documentary “Adiós Amor” brings back the lost history and the hidden legacy of a woman who made an indelible mark in her fight for justice.

Guests: Laura Coyle, Director/Producer, “Adiós Amor – The Search for María Moreno,” San Francisco, CA; Albertina Zarazúa Padilla, Coordinator of Storytelling and Engagement, San 
Leandro, CA; Lillian DeLaTorre, hija de Maria Moreno, Yuba City, CA

The San Patricios. Hundreds of US immigrants, most Irish, defected and fought in the trenches of the Mexican Army during the Mexican-US War of 1846-48. They were known as the 
St. Patrick’s Brigade or Los Colorados. Many of the survivors were treated as traitors and hanged. For Mexicans, who remember them during the celebrations of St. Patrick’s Day, they 
are heroes. Also, traditional Celtic music creator and promoter Paddy Moloney, in collaboration wit Ry Cooder, produced the album “San Patricio,” singing and praising the story of the 
San Patricios and blending Mexican and Celtic rhythms with the voice of popular Mexican singers.

Guest: (Segments of Songs) “Batallón San Patricio,” Camperos de Valles; “March to the Battle,” The Chieftains, with Liam Neeson; “St. Patrick Batallion,” The Chieftains; “El Chivo,” Los 
Cenzontles.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/16/2018 12:00-1:00 MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

PROGRAM

HEADLINE

FUND

3/19/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

East LA Walkouts: 50 Years Later.

Fifty years ago, thousands of Mexican American students walked out of class in a number of high schools in East Los Angeles protesting poor education in public schools. In the 
aftermath, 13 students and teachers were indicted on conspiracy charges and faced 66 years in prison. A half century later, Los Angeles commemorates this moment as a turning point 
in the history of empowerment for Latinos. This is a conversation with one of the indicted Eastside 13.

Guest: Moctesuma Esparza, Filmmaker, Entertainment Executive, Community Activist, Producer of Movie “Walkout”, Los Angeles, CA; Representative Jimmy Gomez, D-Los Angeles, 
CA.

Tribute to Voting Rights Champion. Joaquín Avila, a civil rights lawyer who won a number of landmark voting rights cases and helped transform the political landscape in the Southwest, 
passed away earlier this month. In his last interview on Línea Abierta in June 2013, Avila comments on the US Supreme Court decision striking down Section V, a key provision of the 
Voting Rights Act (“this decision gives support to the Tea Party movement, as well as the KKK”), and on his efforts to litigate against at-large districts in Texas, Arizona and California, 
and the need to watch voting rights in Monterey, Kings, and Yuba counties in California.

Guest: (Audio Segment) Joaquín Ávila, director, National Voting Rights Advocacy Initiative, and Professor, Seattle University School of Law, Seattle, WA.
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3/20/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO IMMIGRATION

TCE-I

Immigration Edition.

One day after President Trump visited California to talk about the border wall, California appointed an undocumented immigrant to a student aid advisory committee, the first time in 
history an undocumented serves on a state post. Also, two farm worker parents were killed in a car crash after fleeing an ICE patrol, leaving six children behind. Also, Democratic 
congressmembers are calling the House leaders to attach the Dream Act to the omnibus spending bill that is scheduled for a vote this week. And a federal appeals court upheld key 
provisions of Texas’ draconian SB4 law, while warning about the risk of constitutional violations. And the cities of Denver and Baltimore each created a 200,000 fund to provide legal aid 
to undocumented residents who face deportation proceedings.

Guests: Lizbeth Mateo, Attorney, Law Firm of Lizbeth Mateo, Member, Student Opportunity and Access Program Grant Advisory Committee of the California senate, Inglewood, CA; 
Efrén Olivares, Racial and Economic Justice Director, Texas Civil Rights Project, Alamo, TX; Diana Tellefson Torres, Executive Director, UFW Foundation, Los Angeles, CA.
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3/21/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO POLITICS

Illinois Primaries.

Illinois voters went to the primary polls to choose candidates for the midterm election. The program includes a report and comments on the outcome of the races for governor and 
Congress, the voter turnout, and the increased number of women running for office. Also, a candidate has virtually become the first Mexican-American to represent Illinois in Congress.

Guest: (Audio segment) Jesus “Chuy” Garcia, Democratic Candidate to Congress, Chicago, IL

Challenge to “Winner Take All”. A coalition of law firms filed four lawsuits challenging the “winner-take-all” system that states use to allocate their votes for the Electoral College, alleging 
it denies the constitutional right to an equal vote in presidential elections. The lawsuit targets two Republican states, Texas and South Carolina, and two Democrat states, California and 
Massachusetts. Two of the lawsuits charge states with disenfranchising minority voters and of violating the principle “one person, one vote.”

Guest: Luis Roberto Vera, Jr, LULAC National General Counsel, Attorney and Counselor at Law, San Antonio, TX

Hurdles for the Vote of Mexicans Living Abroad. Mexicans living abroad will have their third chance to vote in Mexico’s presidential election, this coming July. And while many are 
following the campaigns back home and half a million have registered to vote, many complain of facing hurdles to apply for their voter ID cards or for validating their registration. A top 
Mexican Embassy official discusses those issues and talks about the role the Mexican consulates and electoral authorities are playing to facilitate the emigres vote.

Guest: Consul Rafael Laveaga, Mexico’s Consul in Washington, Washington, D.C.
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3/22/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO PARKS

TCE-F

Fixing the Parks.

Green spaces and parks are known to help reduce health costs and combat asthma and diabetes. Still, only one third of people in the US can walk to a park within ten minutes. In 
Fresno, capital of the worst air pollution in the country where most parks are in disrepair, local groups are mobilizing neighbors to fix the parks and voters to support a sales tax proposal 
in November. Community leaders spearheading those efforts also comment on the disparity between the park desert ares of the South and the developed North and city plans to invest 
in green areas, public parks and community gardens. Also, they comment on California’s Proposition 68, in the June ballot, which proposes funds for local parks and especially new 
parks in neighborhoods that are park poor, as well as investing in safe drinking water projects and measures to protect against the drought.

Guests: Sandra Celedon, Executive Director, Fresno Building Healthy Communities, Fresno, CA; Grecia Elenes, Policy Advocate, Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability, 
Fresno, CA

Omnibus Bill Passes Without Dream Act. The House of Representatives passed a spending bill that brings increased funding for the military and for domestic spending, but leaves out 
any plan to give relief to Dreamers. A Republican congressman denies the Dreamers are being used as bargaining chips and taken hostages by the Republican leadership.

Guest: (Audio Recording) Rep. Jeff Denham, R-Modesto, Washington, DC.
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3/23/2018 12:00-1:00 MEXICO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Martha Elena Ramírez hosts the program Voz Pública from Mexico City. The civic journalist brings news and analysis on Mexican developments.PROGRAM
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3/26/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

“March For Our Lives.”

Led by teen survivors of the Stoneman Douglas High School shooting in Parkland, thousands march in front of Capitol Hill and the White House demanding action to end gun violence 
and mass shootings in schools. Hundreds of “sibling marches” are scheduled around the country and the world to coincide with the “March For Our Lives” in Washington.
 
Guests: TBA.
 
Olvera Street. A new episode of the series Artbound on Los Angeles’ public TV focuses on the stereotypes and the history behind Olvera Street, the birthplace of Los Angeles. Through 
a Variedades performance approach, “Olvera Street” explores the 200-year struggle for control of the city. This is a conversation with the host of the program.
 
Guest: Rubén Martínez, Emmy Award-Winning Journalist, Author and Musician, Los Angeles, CA.
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3/27/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO IMMIGRATION

TCE-I

Immigration Edition.

Congress passed and President Trump signed a spending bill that includes increased funding for the military and domestic programs, and money for border fences and barriers, but no 
relief for DACA and TPS recipients. Members of Congress comment on this and about a push to bring some DACA bills to the House floor for debate through a rule known as Queen of 
the Hill. Also, after ICE agents captured more than 560 immigrants in raids around California, members of a Rapid Response Network examine the impact of those operations in Latino 
neighborhoods, and discuss specific actions taken to protect immigrants from mass raids and deportations.

Guests: Rep. Jeff Denham, Republican-CA, Washington, DC.
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3/28/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO EDUCATION

Why So Few Latino Professors and Teachers?

Seven of every ten college students in California are from communities of color. Yet, the leaders and faculty members of those colleges and universities are mostly White. Why aren’t 
more Latino professors? Why it should matter? Also, the leader of bilingual educators in California discusses the state of multilingual programs in Post-Proposition 58 California, the 
English-Learners Roadmap policy, the first new language policy in 20 years, and the efforts to get more funding to increase the pool of bilingual teachers, and other issues to be 
discussed this week by educators convening in Sacramento.
 
Guests: Michelle Siqueiros, President, Campaign for College Opportunity, Los Angeles, CA; Jan Gustafson Corea, Executive Director, California Association for Bilingual Education, 
Sacramento, CA.
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3/29/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO HEALTH

TCE-H

New Push for Universal Health Care.

A coalition of community groups and leading legislators announced a new push for universal health care in California and lawmakers are crafting a package of twenty bills. Meantime, 
the legislature has not moved forward on pending proposals to overhaul the health care system through a “single payer” plan. Analysts comment on these developments, and on the 
upsurge of support among Democrats in the US Congress for a “Medicare for All” bill. The also comment on the new idea of “Medicare Extra for All.”
 
Guests: State Sen. Dr. Ed Hernández, D-West Covina, Sacramento, CA; Nancy Gómez, Senior Consumer Advocate/Organizer, Health Access, Los Angeles, CA; Sinsi Hernández-
Cancio, Director of Health Equity, Families USA, Washington, DC
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3/30/2018 12:00-1:00 FRESNO MEXICO

Mexico Edition.

Mexican presidential campaigns are heating up, with a progressive candidate leading the polls. This program includes a report about the top presidential races, and comments from 
Mexico’s election officials and voting-rights activists about the efforts to promote mail-in ballots among Mexicans living abroad.
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